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The 10-minute story that reminded me that connection is what drives us





Have a chat to help others through loneliness





How we’ve transformed our approach to a condition that can affect half the workforce





Collaborating with the Head and Neck Cancer community to help patients return to work





The Path to Progress: Research and Development Spotlight





Forging the Future with the University of Birmingham: The power of industry and academic PhD partnerships





The Path to Progress: Clinical Trials Spotlight





The Path to Progress: Regulatory Affairs and Medical Affairs Spotlight
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The impact of cancer on mental health during COVID-19





What does the future of cancer care in the UK look like?





The future of cancer care: transformative innovation for all





Driving genetic data diversity in health research with Genes & Health





Reimagining the Future of Life Sciences





Exploring drug resistance in partnership with the University of Oxford





Transforming drug development using UK Biobank genetic and proteomic data





Accelerating the development of immuno-oncology services in the NHS
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COVID: A New Wave of Interest in Pharma, what learnings can we take into the future





Our decade of opportunity in healthcare
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Partnerships and innovation are key to improving healthcare





Our UK facility in the North West exemplifies sustainability innovation





C2C4C: A grand finish in Brussels





Putting Moreton on the map: How our R&D site in the North-West of England is harnessing local investment to become a global hub for innovation





Pioneering Solutions for a Greener Future





Celebrating 10 years of C2C4C





Driving a transformative approach to understanding menopause in the workplace





Squaring the impossible circle: Looking to a future of improved cancer patient experience and efficient care
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More than Guts: Inflammatory bowel disease podcast





Transforming cancer outcomes in the UK: clearing the backlog, improving capacity and building services for tomorrow
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